Two main restrictions exist in state-of-the-art text detection algorithms: 1. Illumination variance; 2. Text-background contrast variance. This paper presents a robust text characterization approach based on local Haar binary pattern (LHBP) to address these problems. Based on LHBP, a coarse-to-fine detection framework is presented to precisely locate text lines in scene images. Firstly, threshold-restricted local binary pattern is extracted from high-frequency coefficients of pyramid Haar wavelet. It preserves and uniforms inconsistent text-background contrasts while filtering gradual illumination variations. Subsequently, we propose a directional correlation analysis (DCA) approach to filter non-directional LHBP regions for locating candidate text regions. Finally, using LHBP histogram, an SVM-based post-classification is presented to refine detection results. Experimental results on ICDAR 03 demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of our proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
Recent advance in information science facilitates the generation and popularization of multimedia. Content-based multimedia access is an emergent necessity while posing significant technical challenges. Comparing with other visual contents, text region within images/videos is highlevel semantic information for content accessing and understanding. Text detection aims at detecting text information within images/videos via visual content analysis. By OCR post-recognition, we can adopt detected text to describe multimedia at a higher semantic level.
Detection of attached text is a common task in image/video content analysis [1] [2] . Chen [1] adopted Canny edge detector to locate candidate text regions and used SVM for text/non-text classification. Lienhart [2] proposed a gradient-based neural network approach to detect and segment text lines in video by offline training and fast online classification.
A more challenging task is to detect text lines in chaoscontaining scene images, which demands more robust content analysis strategy. Comparing with attached texts, which are in many cases visually significant and contrastuniform, texts in scene images are more complicated and usually mixed with other scene contents. For the task of detecting text in scene image, Zhang [3] proposed a Markov random field (MRF) based belief propagation strategy, in which MRF is adopted to address the issue of local & global spatial correlation. Ezaki [4] proposed a connection component analysis method to locate text lines in scene image, based on which a system is built for visually impaired persons. Gllavata [5] proposed an unsupervised text region clustering approach based on wavelet decomposition to detect text lines in scene image. It assumed that the text region among each image is visually similar. However, in former-published papers, two following problems are still not well addressed, which largely restrict the performance and application of text detection algorithm in real-world scenario:
1. The illumination of text region in scene image is usually inconsistent. Its variation strongly affects the feature extraction and detection of text regions. Former methods [3] [4] [5] extracted features based on gray-level information, which are strongly affected by illumination variation, especially when the scene image is overexposure ( Fig.1 ).
2. Under variant text-background contrasts, how to adapt the thresholds of text/non-text classification is still an open question. Although localized adaptive thresholds can uniform different texture changes, it performs poorly when: 1. the text-background contrasts are inconsistent in abundant texture situation; 2. the text-background contrasts are uniform in low-contrast texture situation. This paper presents a novel text region characterization approach: Local Haar Binary Pattern (LHBP) to address above-mentioned problems as follows:
1. We employ Pyramid Haar to represent hierarchical texture features. Haar wavelet has been demonstrated to be effective in text characterization [1] . Wavelet energies of high-frequency Haar coefficients are extracted at different resolution to represent multi-scale texture information.
2. A novel text region characterization method: LHBP is presented based on local binary pattern [6] transformation of pyramid Haar wavelet energies. LHBP can preserve and uniform inconsistent text-background contrasts while filtering out gradual illumination variations in scene image.
3. Based on LHBP, a Directional Correlation Analysis (DCA) approach is proposed to locate candidate text regions. It is based on a practical assumption that the cooccurrences between certain directions are more notable in LHBP Pyramid Haar text regions than non-text regions. For instance, the correlations between horizontal and vertical LHBP coding patterns are more dominant in text regions than non-text regions. This assumption is adopted to filter non-text texture pixels in LHBP and locate candidate text regions by window-constrained density estimation.
4. Finally, we discover that the LHBP histogram can describe the distributions of LHBP directional coding, which is utilized for further filtering non-text regions. Consequently, using Trail-Train Set of ICDAR 03 (whose Trail-Test Set is adopted for performance evaluation), we train LHBP histogram based SVM for text region postclassification. Together with steps 1-3, a coarse-to-fine detection framework is presented to robustly locate text regions in scene images. As presented in our experiments, our framework can effectively detect text regions regardless of illumination variation and text-background contrast inconsistency. 
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Figure 2. Flowchart of DCA-LHBP Based Text Detection
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section.2 presents the proposed pyramid Haar based Local Binary Pattern (LHBP) features. Section.3 presents the Directional Correlation Analysis (DCA) method for directional text region filtering. Section.4 presents the LHBP histogram based SVM post-classification. Section.5 shows the experimental comparisons between proposed method and two state-of-the-art methods. Finally this paper concludes in Section.6 and discusses future research directions.
PYRAMID LOCAL HAAR BINARY PATTERN
Local Binary Pattern (LBP), proposed by Ojala [6] [7] , is a robust texture descriptor, which is recently utilized in video surveillance [8] and face recognition [9] [10] . Extracted from local neighborhoods of each pixel, LBP is not only insensitive to translation and rotation, but also robust to monotonic gray-scale changes, which are caused, for instance, by illumination variances. Together with its excellent texture discrimination ability and low computational cost, we believe that LBP can be adopted in text detection task of scene images to address the problem of illumination variance of text regions.
For each pixel (x c , y c ) in an image, the binary conversion between (x c , y c ) and its 8-neighborhood pixels is conducted:
Where f(x p , y p ) is the value of p th 8-neighborhood pixel (p=0…7); and f(x c , y c ) is the value of the center pixel.
Subsequently, a Mask Template ( Fig.3 (b) ) valued 2 p is used to calculate the LBP value of (x c , y c ) as follows: In traditional LBP, the scale problem is addressed by extending neighborhoods from 8 to 12, 16 and 24 et al. Each corresponds to a specific weighted mask template and should be run over the entire image respectively.
In our method, the Pyramid Haar wavelet is utilized to represent scene image into multiple scales. Comparing with Daub 4, 6 and 8 wavelets, Haar [11] wavelet has been demonstrated to be effective in text feature characterization [1] and much more efficient in computation than Gabor wavelet. Based on the energies of pyramid Haar highfrequency (LH, HL and HH) coefficients, only an 8neighborhood LBP is demanded for multi-scale acquisition. Especially, in LHBP, a threshold criterion is adopted to filter gradual illumination variance: 7 0 , , -
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Comparing with traditional texture descriptions based on wavelet energy/moment, an excellent advantage of LHBP is that LHBP can uniform inconsistent text-background contrast in scene images. This is because that LHBP is a threshold-restricted directional coding regardless of direction variations. We set Threshold=80 in experiments. 
DIRECTIONAL CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF LHBP: CANDIDATE TEXT REGION DETECTION
Comparing with LHBP features extracted from non-text regions with weak directional correlation, LHBP features of text regions are more directional correlative in either two of the following four directions: Horizontal, Vertical, Diagonal and Ant-diagonal. In text region the bins of Horizontal, Vertical, Diagonal and Anti-diagonal directions are much higher than those of non-text regions. In other words, the cooccurrences/correlations of above-mentioned four directions in text regions are much more notable than those non-text regions (Statistic Results in Tab.1). Further investigation of such characteristics can be concluded as a Directional Correlation Analysis approach: As in Fig.5 , we define a Directional Correlation Analysis Table (DCAT) to 
In Eq.4, s is from 1 to 3, corresponding to the LH, HL, HH of the now scale of wavelet, LHBP s (x, y) is LHBP value of the point (x, y) on the s th high-frequency domain, and cooccurrence in DCAT of pixel (i, j) and its neighborhoods within the detection window template (m n).
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In Eq.5, Threshold 1 describes the texture abundance of pixel (i, j) within detection window template (m n). Threshold 2 describes the appearing ratio of DCAT directional co-occurrence in all LHBP values. If these two thresholds is large enough (exceed T 1 and T 2 ), current (m n) window is defined to be a candidate text window. All adjacent windows are merged together to construct a candidate text region. Since the LHBP candidate region selection is conducted over the high-frequency coefficients of every scale pyramid Haar and the detected results in various scales will be integrated using the method in [12] , the multi-scale detection problem is by nature be addressed.
LHBP HISTOGRAM BASED SVM: TEXT REGION
POST CLASSIFICATION As presented in Fig.6 , the LHBP histogram can be considered as the probabilistic description of directional wavelet variance coding. Based on LHBP histogram, text/non-text features can be further partitioned by classifier training. We adopted SVM [13] for further refinement of detection results. In our method, over 2000 positive/negative examples (text/non-text regions) from ICDAR 03 Trail-Train Set [14] are utilized for LHBP histogram based SVM training. By post-classification, detection results are further corrected to locate the final text regions.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To verify the effectiveness of proposed method, we evaluate our detection algorithm on ICDAR 03 Robust Reading Competition Set [14] , which is characterized by its variant illumination and text-background contrast. ICDAR 03 is consisted of three different-purposed databases: The results are expressed as the recall (r) and the precision (p) defined the same as [14] : where m p is the match between two rectangles as the area of intersection divided by the area of the minimum bounding box containing both rectangles. E is the set of detected results, and T is the set of correct text regions on the test set. And the f which represents the system performance consider both recall (r) and precision (p) is defined as follow where a is he relative weights of the recall and precision, in our experiment set a=0. 5 .
Three experiments are designed to compare the performance of proposed method with state-of-the-art methods [2, 4, 12] . Firstly, to evaluate the effictiveness of LBP, we compare our detection method with the method based on wavelet energy feature (both Daub4 [12] Finally, our method is compared with 1. Ezaki's method [4] which is based on connection component analysis and 2. the competition results of ICDAR 03. As presented in Tab.2-3, comparing with [4] , performance enhancements are roughly equivalent in Precision, over 15% in Recall, over 5% in F. Comparing with the results of ICDAR 03 Competition, our method outperforms best result with a large margin over 15% in f. [12] 0.39 0.29 0.33 Ezaki [14] 0.60 0.64 0.62 6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS This paper presents a novel text region characterization method: Directional Correlation Analysis of Local Haar Binary Pattern (DCA-LHBP). It addresses the issues of illumination variance and text-background contrast variance, which are the dominant restriction of state-of-the-art text detection algorithms. The proposed coarse-to-fine detection framework combines DCA-LHBP with SVM-based postclassification to enhance system performance and robustness. Experimental results on ICDAR 03 demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed method in eliminating negative effects of illumination and contrast variances in scene image.
